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WELCOME
We believe in an holistic education - one that is both
academically rigorous and provides a broad range of
experiences to spark the individual passions of every pupil.
We offer a ‘compelling’ education, one that inspires and
motivates, mirroring the excellence pioneered by our sister
school in the UK.
We strive for success, whether measured in classroom
progress, the exam hall, or through recognition in other
fields of endeavour. Nonetheless, to paraphrase a quote
from Albert Einstein, we want our pupils to be young
people not just of success but also of value. We want them
to have a positive impact on the society and environment
around them. This is where Brighton College’s ‘culture of
kindness’ and sense of social responsibility fit in.
Throughout the College, one sees innovation - an innovative
curriculum, imaginative teaching, a willingness to take
measured risks and, in doing so, to learn on a journey of
continuous improvement. Whilst educational thinking and
technology move on, our values remain. Good manners,
hard work, respect, confidence without arrogance - these
and many other characteristics are part of the DNA that
define our community.
Young people learn best when they feel secure and happy,
which is why we have developed such strong pastoral care.
However, learning may also be most effective at the edge
of one’s comfort zone. This is why challenge is as important
as support, why we expect staff and pupils to aim high.
It is a privilege to be involved in the educational process.
The three-way partnership of pupil, school and parent is
at the heart of all that we do.
MIKE WALTON
HEAD MASTER
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WELCOME
We are eager to welcome you to our unique school, where there
is an intrinsic love of learning, children look forward to coming to
school and where we have the privilege to support the children
throughout the Prep and Senior schools in their development
into young adults, future leaders in a global context.
The importance placed on the holistic development of the
children in the care of the Prep and Senior schools is clear, we
have kindness at our heart. Every child is treated as an individual
in our unparalleled pastoral system. While the excellent
facilities provide the opportunity for a range of experiences,
children are encouraged to work hard, remain curious in their
studies, be creative and really enjoy their education. Children
receive recognition for their strengths wherever they may lie
and are given the support they need to lift them up, instilling the
ambition to reach beyond the limits of any perceived potential.
We encourage you to visit us to see our school for yourself, we
look forward to meeting you and your children and sharing
firsthand the Brighton College Bangkok experience.
CARLY BARBER
DEPUTY HEAD SENIOR SCHOOL

“One of the great modern success stories of British education.”

PREP SCHOOL CURRICULUM
Our Prep School curriculum, for pupils in Years 4-6,
inspires and challenges children both within and beyond
the classroom.
Uniquely, we introduce specialist teaching in Year 4; at
this age, children are ready for this additional rigour and
depth, and the passion and knowledge subject specialists
bring sparks a broad range of life-long interests.
Based on the English National Curriculum, our teaching
also reflects our international location, preparing pupils
to be dynamic, curious and passionate young adults.

Be Academically Ambitious And Intellectually Curious
SENIOR SCHOOL CURRICULUM
From Year 7 onwards, pupils follow an academically
rigorous curriculum, providing the depth of understanding
required to prepare them for the challenges of IGCSE
qualifications.
In Years 10 and 11, pupils concentrate on the core areas
of English Language, English Literature, Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry and Biology, plus four optional IGCSE
subjects that reflect their individual strengths, interests
and aspirations.
In the Sixth Form, pupils typically choose to concentrate
on four subjects to study at A Level as they prepare for
university entrance.

I chose Brighton for
the

school’s

strong

reputation and believe
the

teachers

here

provide the same high
quality

education

they do in the UK.
-CURRENT PARENT

as

SPECIALIST TEACHING
Expert teachers inspire Prep and Senior Schools children in Science, Computing, Music, Art,
Dance, Drama, Design & Technology, PE and more, making the most of our exceptional
facilities and innovative learning spaces. Pupils have the choice to learn Thai, Mandarin,
French or Spanish in the Prep and Senior Schools, ensuring a strong platform in language
learning and an understanding of other cultures.

Be The Best Version Of Yourself

SPORT FOR ALL
Brighton
College
ensures every child
opportunity to enjoy a
physical and sporting
including:

Bangkok
has the
variety of
activities,

-Swimming
-Football
-Basketball
-Athletics
-Badminton
-Cricket
-Tennis
Specialist teachers train our
children to compete regularly
against other schools in Thailand
and the wider Asia Pacific region.

My daughter has flourished
with the wide range of
opportunities she has been
given.
-CURRENT PARENT

THE ARTS
Specialist Art facilities encourage pupils to
express their own ideas, experiment with a
wide variety of media and materials, and
learn from the work of important artists
through the ages.
Pupils in the Prep and Senior Schools
are given a strong foundation in music
and drama, and have the opportunity to
perform in the theatre to pupils and parents
at regular events.
Pupils can also take advantage of oneto-one tutorial lessons for their preferred
instrument in our purpose-built instrumental
music rooms.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Our Prep and Senior Schools pupils are regularly challenged to broaden their
horizons with special days and events including Languages Day, Science Week and
a Lunar New Year celebration.
We also respectfully celebrate Thai festivals, such as Loy Krathong and Songkran,
with parents and guardians welcome to join the festivities in the College.

Be Kind And Make A Difference

APPLYING FOR A PLACE
If you would like to apply for a place in our Prep and Senior Schools,
our Admissions team would be delighted to help with any questions
you may have.
For more information, please contact us on +66 (0) 2 136 7898,
via email on admissions@brightoncollege.ac.th, or on
LINE @brightoncollegebkk
We look forward to welcoming you to Brighton College Bangkok.
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